How to Solve

Answer the CLUES (A through S) and transfer letters (e.g., G-31) to the corresponding square in the GRID (31-G). Work in both directions, using the pieces you have solved to help you guess more of the puzzle.

**Bonus prize:** The first letter of the CLUES, reading downward, will reveal the source of the quote – this year, a **historical** description.
A. Bach work, e.g.

B. Alter

C. Mad

D. Reddish iron ore

E. Bolt from the blue

F. Kind of press

G. Faced

H. Ineffectual

I. Acts like a wolf

J. Overacted

K. _______ Fields Forever

L. A hot buttered rum

M. Ominous, negative

N. February birthstone

O. Not wrong

P. Idea

Q. 2, 8, 12, 20, e.g.

R. Revolutionary soldier

S. Covering, rain or shine